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The Future Is Not What It Used To Be   Yogi Berra 

As we at Optimum think about investment opportunities in the 2015 year ahead, we are reminded of 

Yogi’s insight. The Wall Street strategists’ consensus view for the New Year is that it will look much like 

2014 just ended where the S&P500 rose 13.7%, the Dow Industrial Average 10.4%, the international 

EAFE index declined 4.9% and the Barclay’s Intermediate Bond index rose 5.9%. Based on continued 

economic and earnings growth in the US, we also tend to think that US stock and bond markets will 

advance at a better pace than the rest of the world and that the percentage gains will be similar to last 

year. However, taking Yogi’s wisdom to heart, we recognize that a number of crosscurrents and 

unknowns could shift the consensus view away from more-of-the-same as the year progresses. 

2014 ended with the S&P500 setting a record high and the economy’s growth accelerating to better 

than a 4% rate in the second half. S&P earnings grew almost 10% over the year and the index’s PE closed 

at a reasonable 16.5 time earnings. Interest rates in the US actually fell on the year as the Federal 

Reserve ended its liquidity programs but the central banks in Europe and Japan expanded theirs. The 

relatively better strength of the US economy and its attractive bond yields relative to Europe and Japan 

therefore lead most to the relaxed view that the US is the place to invest. 

While we concur with this view and can see in our economic and industry work that growth is baked in 

for the first half of the year, we are less sanguine about this scenario for the second half. This is not at all 

to say we are overly concerned for the later period but rather to say there are issues that are both 

pluses and minuses that need resolution. Indeed, we believe that the market selloff early this year is 

reflecting some of these uncertainties. 

OIL 

The first of these issues is oil prices. Per barrel oil prices have fallen 50% over the past six months as 

global supply versus demand hit an important tipping point. Rapid growth in US shale oil production, 

combined with all out production by the rest of the world’s producers, has created a condition of over 

supply. Historically, OPEC members – led by the Saudis – would curtail output to keep prices stable, but 

now the Saudis see shale output trends in the US and worldwide as a permanent threat. OPEC has now 

abandoned its power to set prices and is willing to let supply-demand market forces find the right 

clearing price. The oil price will find a level where high cost producers are forced to curtail production to 

avoid losses until supply and demand come in balance. 



Lower oil prices have translated to lower energy costs for most of the world and are a big positive for 

consumers of energy. Gasoline prices are falling and adding over $1000 a year to the average 

consumer’s income in the US. Companies that use energy feedstocks to run their plants and make their 

products will see improved profitability. Clearly, these are benefits to many countries’ economic growth. 

There are uncertainties, however, surrounding this situation. Whenever an asset class experiences a 

rapid decline in price, there is the risk of collateral damage. In the US, oil companies throughout the 

middle of the country will now have to retrench, with high cost producers cutting back operations and 

laying off workers. Companies that borrowed money to finance their operations may be faced with debt 

service challenges. Over 25%, or about $200 billion, of new high yield bond issuance in recent years has 

been to energy companies and some of these loans are at risk. Foreign sovereign producers like Russia, 

Venezuela, and Iran, whose economies rely heavily on oil sales, are now facing severe fiscal deficits and 

could default on commitments. Russia particularly is a wild card given oil dependency, high inflation, 

import controls, sanctions, and a weak currency, not to mention Mr. Putin’s imperialistic ambitions. 

Europe 

Europe pops in and out of the radar as it struggles with stimulating its economies. Not only is it 

challenged with dealing with coordinating fiscal and monetary policies among its members but it also 

has greater exposure to trade with Russia and middle eastern countries. Local difficulties in some of the 

member countries in implementing fiscal reforms – particularly in Greece where trade union resistance 

to reforms makes an exit from the EU a possibility – plus sanctions on Russia and dependency on Russia 

for energy have put Europe in a tough spot. Europe looks poised for recovery but investors are on guard 

should events tip their economies the other way. 

Central Banks 

In the US, the Federal Reserve has telegraphed that it expects to raise short term interest rates around 

the middle of the year. Long term rates, however, are set by market participants and continue to show a 

downward trend. The European Central Bank and the Bank of Japan are injecting liquidity into their 

systems to keep rates low and foster growth, but those policies also drive some investors to buy US 

bonds where the interest rate return is better. The Fed is likely to stick to its plan to raise rates as the 

economy shows strength and the income effect of lower oil prices improves the odds of sustained 

growth. The consensus view is that this slow, steady Fed plan will not disrupt our economy, but a trend 

change in the direction of interest rates always requires close watching. 

The Dollar 

Because the US is drawing foreign investment, the dollar rose over 10% last year relative to our major 

trading partners. The decline in the price of oil – which trades in dollars – also means less dollars are in 

the hands of oil producers who might be sellers, and so any selling pressure on the dollar is reduced.  

The countervailing decline in the Euro and the Yen is good for Europe and Japan as a weak currency 

makes their goods and services more competitive in world markets. US exporters, however, find their 

goods more expensive to foreign buyers and they eventually squeal to their Congressmen if the pain 



gets too high. Historically, US asset prices increase with a strong dollar until the point where that 

strength becomes a negative to US companies. 

The US Economy 

With these issues and uncertainties noted, our takeaway is that the US in good shape. Our economy is 

currently growing in the 3-4% range driven by job and wage rate increases, lower energy costs, growth 

in corporate revenues and profits, and wealth appreciation from higher stock and real estate values, all 

of which are reflected in strong consumer confidence readings. Business capital expenditures are 

improving but excess cash flow is also allowing companies to increase dividends and buy-in shares. 

Government is no longer shrinking and foreign trade is OK but unlikely to expand much given the 

stronger dollar. China’s economic growth rate is slowing somewhat because of its much larger size, but 

it will remain an important trading partner. Modest increases in short rates by the FED will be more than 

offset by strong business and consumer fundamentals. The risks of a rapid increase in rates remains low 

because of low US and worldwide inflation and the monetary easing policies of Europe and Japan. There 

is lots of available capital among companies and private equity firms seeking acquisitions, so value 

opportunities – including in the energy sector – will have active suitors. And finally, who knows but 

maybe a new Congress in Washington will be able to deliver some modest pro-growth policies which 

add a little frosting to the cake. With all this said – and with the myriad of issues on the global stage – 

we expect greater stock market volatility and we stay tuned to the prospect that “the future (will not be) 

what it used to be.” 

Investment Strategy 

Our investment view is to remain fully committed to the strategy set by each client in anticipation of 

further stock market gains in 2015 and minimal risk to fixed income portfolios. We do not see any 

disruptions to US growth in the first half and will be attentive to the issues addressed above to be sure 

prospects remain strong. Uncertainties in the energy complex will keep us underweighted in those 

companies, but we are emphasizing companies that benefit from lower oil prices, such as consumer 

cyclicals like retailers, restaurants, and building companies. Users of energy such as transportation and 

selected manufacturing and utility companies are also attractive. Technology and health companies 

always have their share of innovators and the financial sector is showing steady recovery from the woes 

of the Great Recession of 2008. Putting it all together, if overall S&P earnings grow 8-10% again this 

year, if our portfolio holdings do somewhat better, if PEs expand slightly because of continuing lower 

long term interest rates, and if no major disruptive geopolitical event occurs because of the rapid 

decline in the oil price, then 2015 could be a year of double digit gains for equities.  

In any fixed income component of client portfolios, we see low risk of a major jump in interest rates 

given accommodative European and Japanese central bank policies. We do, however, remain diversified 

among a range of fixed income securities, ETFs and maturities in order to contain rising interest rate risk.  

As always, we on the Optimum team thank you for your business and your trust. 

The Optimum Investment Committee 


